APPENDIX

No.

Data

1

I have favorite clothes for use in a new year.

2

It is not a must to use new clothes.

3

We are going to have dinner together and barter a Christmas card.

4

And then, we will switch the Christmas present each other.

5

I used a taxi.

6

I will arrive with my two sisters.

7

They help the them to turned off the fire.

8

I had sickness, I can not follow my study at school.

9

When the teller finish her job, what the robbery says, and they go out the
bank really fast.

10

Although the robber was dead, all people did not regard and all people was
happy when hear the tragedy.

11

I celebrate it with making a Christmas tree.

12

I hope my love will not expire.

13

And finally he do violence to my cousin.

14

I usually go to a dinner with my family or my friends.

15

He asked me to go dinner with him.
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16

Hogwarts arrived guests from other magic school, that is Beaxbatons and
Durmstrang.

17

There was an awful accident near my house estate which sacrificed two
cars.

18

I helped the boy and the driver to the hospital by car.

19

I heard a hard sound.

20

I felt what I did do, everything is falsed.

21

That girlfriend should have kind moral too.

22

They get a little salary.

23

If I did not sick, I can get big 10 ranking.

24

After that we having dinner with our big family at my grandparent house.
There is a must for our big family to wear red T-shirt.

25

We are visit all tourism places.

26

The other cars made a very noisy voice by blowing their horn.

27

In special days we wore special clothes too, and then gave gifts also
received gifs from my other family.

28

In that time I am still elementary school.

29

When I am still elementary school, I am so short.

30

That time I am still elementary school.

31

When I was still senior high school I have a lot of friend in my school.

32

When high school, I am very happy.

33

Firstly, I do not felt sad or anything when I came here with my parents.

34

Firstly anyone thought he was thirst of glory.
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35

We were in the way home from Mangga Dua at about 5 pm when the
traffic jam happened.

36

Traffic jam usual at Tagog but also on road gatot subroto.

37

I pray into my heart.

38

Although I spent 33 hours at bus, I really enjoyed it.

39

I’m be a witness in that accident

40

I went to Malaysia with Star Cruise.

41

I went from Bandung with airplane.

42

I celebrate my special day with make myself felt happy all the day.

43

The robber are ready to rob with used to a weapon.

44

My family and I celebrated with go a day and have dinner at special
restaurant too.

45

I start with dinner with my family.

46

Suddenly many people helped my family with the cleaning my home.

47

We are going to celebrate it with going camping together.

48

I went to Pangandaran about 3-4 days.

49

At Christmas day, as usual in the morning we went to church, back to
home to decorated the christmas tree.

50

In special days we wore special clothes too, and then gave gifts also
received gifs from my other family.

51

There was a young woman who wanted took her money with ATM, but she
didn’t get her money.

52

I have favorite clothes for use in a new year.
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53

In that time, I was ridding my motorcycle to my friend’s house.

54

My family and I are going to come together in Cirebon.

55

I went to Bali used an aero plane.

56

Then we back to home to decorated the christmas tree.

57

Finally, my teacher allow me for back to home.

58

I will back home at January 3th.

59

No choice transportation again to back on my area when holiday.

60

My friend back to home more early than me.

61

Everything could happen and sometimes out of our thought.

62

We dinner together.

63

I will dinner with someone.

64

I planned to dinner in his home on his birthday.

65

After that I am going to dinner with my family.

66

One day he asked me to go with him to dinner.

67

We shopped together and dinner together too.

68

I have clothes favorite.

69

Next day we did not stayed in this hotel again. We searched hotel better.

70

Aaron out of the bank.

71

The grandfather suddenly sick and his on the hospital.

72

The owner shop shocked when she saw the robber took her things.

73

I am not follow the test school.

74

He looked two man neared a guard the bank.

75

Near door the car broken.
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76

There was an accident car near the football court.

77

At holiday christmas, I will go to the church.

78

We go watching a new movie, shopping, and eaten food favorite.

79

I am forgot, label price still a jeans that.

80

The robberers ran away from the bank, because they scared themselves is
known by security bank.

81

The Security Bank caught the robbers and brought them to The Police.

82

I always gave kiss for mother and father every new year and say
“happy new year mom and father”.

83

The little car and the big car.

84

Until now, I am still afraid when I passed away that street again.

85

Natalie passed into the last door, the red one.

86

We will go to holiday.

87

I was remembered when my aunt died with Breast Cancer.

88

Natalie took a pity to her so without thinking hard she helped her and gave
her some money.

89

I felt he did not cared to me.

90

From all my friend, I have a special friend, he very care to me.

91

I was surrounded by many people who cared to me.

92

I am very embarrass, and my friend’s laugh me again.

93

I could not sleep if I thought that ghost.

94

I listened the music and read the magazine.

95

I was relaxing on my bed and listening the music.
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96

I am not follow the test school.

97

This train dropped out from the rail.

98

I went to Dufan but Dufan was very a lot of people.

99

I went to my bus in a hurry and got the red face of mine.
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